COMPARING APPLES TO APPLES???
YOU SHOULD BE COMPARING

"THE CORES"

Faster is not always better. The speed of an aerifier is not a true indicator of aerifying performance! Other factors to be considered in aerifier selection are: DEPTH OF PENETRATION and NUMBER OF HOLES PER SQUARE FOOT.

The Ryan GA-30 penetrates turf to a depth of 3¾”. A full ¾” to 1” deeper than other models. Aeration patterns can be adjusted from 1” hole spacing for intensive aerifying and renovation, on up to a full 5” spacing for general purpose uses.

You ride instead of walk, and transport between areas at a full 6 MPH.

If you are in the process of trying to compare one aerifier to another, GIVE US A CALL. We'll show you how to compare THE CORES, so you don't end up with a bad apple!!!
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